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This stable volleyball set can be used with either in-ground pools, above-ground pools, or in many locations. 
 

Insert one (1) eyebolt into the hole at the top of each pole. Secure with the nylon lock nuts provided. Be sure to put the 

black vinyl protection tips at the ends of each eyebolt. Secure the net by tying the top strings to each eyebolt and the 
bottom strings around the poles (the location will depend upon what height you have set the poles). Be sure to tie the 
white net string to the top eyebolt. Using the additional lengths of string, tie the center of each string to the eyebolts on 
each individual pole, then then tie each end of the string to the two bunny ear tabs on the plastic bases, making sure to 
keep strings tight. The net will span up to 22’ feet, and can be wrapped around the poles for shorter spans. The poles can 
be extended from a height of 49” inches to 96” inches. The bases can be filled with water, sand or gravel. The poles slip 
into the center holes of the bases. As packed, the poles should slide readily for adjustment. After adjusting to desired 
height, twist each end in opposite directions. This will lock the halves together. To release, for extending or telescoping, 
reverse the twisting.  
 
The following are different ways to set up the standards: 
 
In-Ground Pools: Poles in telescoped condition with bases on ground level.  
 
Above-Ground Pools with complete decking: Poles telescoped and bases on deck.  
 
Above-Ground Pools without decking: Poles extended with bases on ground level.  
           Net will clear wall height of 5 ½ feet.  
 
Above-Ground pools with partial decking or decking on one side: Poles telescoped on one  
           Side, with base on deck. On other side, pole extended with base on ground level. 
 
Of course, depending on ability of players and condition of the pool, the height of pole adjustment may vary. The ends of 
the net tie around the poles. To extent the life of your set, store all the components under cover when not in use. 

 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR INFLATING ZifFun SPORTSBALL 
 
Note: Sports ball will INCREASE IN SIZE after inflating – usually ½” to 1” in diameter depending on temperature of ball. 
 

The ball accompanying this game should be inflated to no more than 8” to 8 ½ “.  Inflate ball fully – Do Not Over-Inflate! 
Inflation Procedures 

1. Safety glasses should always be worn while inflating 
2. Allow ball to reach room temperature before inflating 
3. Moisten inflation needle before inserting into valve 
4. Do not use air pressure over 20 lbs psi to inflate ball 
5. Be sure to remove needle after inflating ball 
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